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1 Introduction 
In this paper we 
(2, 1; :.c), 
the quantum deformation 
-.1}, In Definition 
that - 1) 
- 1) =/= 0 all n E N, we 
1; 
of the Chevalley-Serre generators. 
[DP,S]) a Lusztig type isomorphism between two such 
relations, see Theorem 4.8. 
1; 




Our work was recent results m algebra th.eory and in 
theoretical physics, in particular AdS/CFT correspondence. We sketch those 
aspects of dev·elop1nents which are relevant for our 
1They were originally given in [Y, Remark 7.1.1] (or Prop.6.3.l(vii),(viii) in q-alg/9603015). 
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The Lie superalgebra 
p.vf(2!2), 'Nhich is 
has a very interesting to 
Lie superalgebra allowing 
[IK] with three central elements 
~ 1) = 
2 D(2, 1; , . One can obtain this centrally extended algebra 
pz£(2j2)(£HC3 a contraction from D(2, 1; in limit x-> -L The Lie super-
and its extensions have recently become important the 
AdS/CFT correspondence [Ivf,W,GKP] 
"""'f'""·r·~-r: to [AGMOO,DF]). 
a.uc.,_-,_ncn" theory in four uluJ.o:::u;:;Knw 
scattering matrix of 
[Beil]). 
diagonal type with a finite set 
The interest in Nichols algebras arose with a 
of Andruskiewitsch and Schneider [ASl] 
pointed Hopf The of many papers culminated in a fairly 
classification result on finite dimensional pointed Hop£ algebras 
with abelian coradieal over the complex numbers. In the heart the theory the 
Weyl groupoid seems to play one fundamental roles. Guided by this obser-
vation the first and fourth authors started to investigate the Weyl groupoids in 
more detail, and obtained a ~viatsumoto-type theorem [HY] for The fourth 
author [Y] essentially used the \Veyl groupoids to get Serre-type defining 
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the quantum affine superalgebras the Drinfeld second realization 
the quantum A(l) n) (see Remark 2.1 the notation A(l) . The fourth 
author [Y] utilized the deformation of universal central extension 
of [A(l) 1), A(l) l)] to 
Let Z and N denote the sets 
If!: C denote the fields 
, denotes Kronecker's 
2 The sin:aple Lie super algebra 1 1; 
a ffi'lYile I 1n ""l"'"e"·a-Io·ahra- n(1)(2 1· ('x 
_.., .u,_ ~--1.;.'>::, i::iu.p "'- a'l::"-' L/ l -) ." 
As for 
[IKL [vdL]. 
Let tJ = 
that j- 'i E 2Z 
(2.1) 
and we say that 
say that X is a 
affine Lie superalgebras, we 
a Z/2Z-graded C-linear space. 
. If X E 
deg(X) = 1) 
of . If in c tJ is a subspace and lu = 
resp. 1t1 c I:J 
a= 
map [ , ] : a >< a -7 a such c ,iE 
that 
f 'V - I d ( -r) ·1 = lA t: <l eg ,J\- = 1·J· 
and the 
0, -1) 
to [K], or to 
say that a= 
X,Y,Z a 
if all homogeneous elements 
[Y,X] =- (-
[X, [Y, Z]] =[[X, , Z] + (- , [.Y,Z]]. identity) 
Let a be a Lie superalgebra. say that a form ( ·, ·) : a a --+ C is 
a supersymmetric invariant form on a if for all homogeneous elements X, Y, Z 
a one 
(Y, = ( -1 )deg(X)deg(Y) and [y r7l\ ([ v \/1 7) 
.. i L; _} ::;;:;:::; ....-"'\.' J. ~' /_./ ' 
A graded subspace i of a is called an ideal if one has Y] E l for all homogeneous 
elements X of a and homogeneous elements Y of i. 
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Let TI be a finite set. A= (Aij)i,jEli be an IITI x llij matrix with coefficients 
in C. Suppose that we are given an IJII x IJII diagonal matrix lDJ = ( bijlDJi)i,jEll with 
lDJi E C \ satisfying that l!Y 1 A is a symmetric matrix, that is, 
t(ID-1A) = ]]])-1A. Let Jlodd lL Let g1 = g1(A,liodd) be the C-Lie 
superalgebra generated by elem.ents IHii, lEi, Iti'i ( i E K) with 
deg(Imi) =0 ('i Ell), 
deg(Ej) = deg(JFj) = 0 
=1 (j E 
Let !)1 = n:odd), r:;+ and be the subsuperalgebras generated the sets 
{IHI~ i E ll}' {ft!:i I i E li} E li}' {lEii I i E li} is a C-basis 
of !i and hence one dim = 
g1 = n+ EB ~~ EB rL_ as a C-vector space. The Lie rL are 
{JFili E ll}, respectively. h ,_ I. - -ll' t e se~s 1, e: J 
g includes g' as a Lie 
\.,Vl.U>O"··t.UCiU in n+ (resp. 
rmi, lEi, IFi, 
'i:'l'l"' - ., 
=" 'J \.t~~,, n+, ana 
Then g' = n+ EB tl' EB iL. 
lioctct) == g(A,TIP,ll, 
There an even subspace fl 11 = 
dim = \lll - rankA, --
:rrodd) of g such 
- f01 
- t _,. 
g == EB g', 
Let rJ - Jiodd) := I:J' EB ~~~' so g = n+ EB ~ EB n_ as a C-vector space. 
Then for each i E li there 
and [lH[, Jll4 i] = -cti(lFJI)IFi 
m<leT)ei:taE~nt elements 
ai E such that [Im, lEi] = ai (IHI)lEi 
all IFli E ~. , ai (i E Il) are linearly 
fJ E , 
Let 4? = .P(A, Jiodd) .:= {fJ E 
system of g and the elements 
root space of a. Note 
as a C-vector space. 
Note that g1 = [g, g]. 
J[odd\ )(3 .- E gj [JHI, X] = fJ(l81)X 
\ {0}\ dim f: 0}. The set <P is the root 
<P are called roots. For a E q:. space g,:> is called 
one ~btains the decmn.position g = ~ EB ( EBO<E!P9a) 
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It is well-known that 
invariant form (-j ·) on g such that 
for i E Il, !HIE !J, 
"[Hill = '{.,.fl 
'. 2 li:::: IJ 1 
Assume g is a dimensional simple Lie 
that g = g' (i.e., !) = 
Die g = iHA. 
,.. """' I 
deg(X ® = d.eg(X) 
'= deg(H;~.0 ) """..: 0 (that is, 
= g(l) ® r 1]), together 
[X® + 
=[X, 
rn, n E .Z, a!, a2, b1, b2 E C 








The with an con-
tragredient Lie ID, ft, ftodd) in the following way. 
e be the (unique) nodd), that is, e E I[Odd) 
and () + ai ~ <P(A, Tiodd) for Let E I[odd)o \ {0} and lE_o E 
nodd) --e \ Then lE±e are homogeneous elements of g (A, JIOdd). ' 
one has = deg(lE-o), [II:Lo, lEe] E ~ noclu), (I!Lo/lEe) i-= 0. Let 
A A dd . r. ' " 
:= [lE-e, lEe]. Then g(A, li0 ) = g(A, l!Ji, ~' is contragredient Lie su-
peralgebra defined A, ill>, ft, ftodd 
liisaset 
jKj o= IJij + L 
by adding an a to li, that ft liU and 
is the subset offt '-'"'"'"·'"u as follovvs. If deg(JEe) = 0, then let := JIOdd' 
If deg(Ee) = 1, then ftoctd := nodct u { o}. 
If»= (8ijJi)i)i.jEIT is the IITI X liT/ diagonal matrix defi.ned 
and JJ)o = (E-e\Ee). 
ID!; = [lli ( i E li) 
(iv) A= (A,J)i.jEK is the III x liT\ matrix defined by Aij = Aij, Aoj = lf».j 1 (IHI~IlHI.i), 
=--= ID.;-1 (IHiijlBI~), and Aoo = IDJ;;-1 (IHI~IIHI~) i, j E li. (Note that t(lf»-lJi) = 
JJ]-lA..) 
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,. · f D('J 1 magmm o_ ~, ; 
More there exists an ISOH1<)rp,n 
~o(IHii) = lffii ® 1, so(JEi) = Ei !E.l 1, 
Now v;re define the 
1; Let I= 
(2.3) ( 2 --1 0 ) A= 1 0 X ]])J= 
\ 0 -1 " ! L.t I 
g;. = {±a1, ±a2, ±rY3, ±(o11 + a2), ±(ct2 + 
Further, g is a finite UMHcoJcw•va'"'·' 
I ( -1 0 0 ) 0 1 0 0 0 -;c-1 
+a2+n3),±(a1 + 
and is called 
g is J,_, mentioned above, 
a contr:::.gredient Lie supe:ralgebra. 
the one d = 2 in Figure 2 viOillvv.CChH 
-1. Then dim g = dim g1 - 15 are 
specialization :1: at -1. It 
. Similarly, we obtain a 
.s£(212) ® r 1) from. [D(1) 
at -1, see [IK]. 
(p= 
Remark 2.1. The s-uperalgebn1s g((m+lln+l), E[(m+l lin+ 
n) n). Let m and n be non-negative integers such that m+n 2 
... ,m+n+ let E-i,j denote (m+n+2) x (m+n+2) 
matrix having 1 in position and 0 otherwise, that is, the j)-matrix unit. 
L t E :l t h (. n' { , 2) 't 'h ' . '\ .m+n+2 E e m+n+2cenoet .. e m+n+'"')x\m-;-n+ um ·c_a"LIS,L.Ii=l i,i· 
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Denote C-linear space + n + 2) x + n + 2)-
that is, EE{~i~1+2CEi,j· The Lie superalgebra gf(rn +lin+ 1) is defined 
by g((m + 1 + 1) = Mrn+n+z(C) (as a lC-linear space), g[(m +lin+ 1)(0) = 
( EBY,J!!tCE,id) EEl ( E8~}!:;,te2CE,,j), g(( m + lJn + 1) = ( E8~11 EBfr=~~:~ CEi,j) EEl 
(rum+l 0~n+'.~. +2 CE- .\ nnd [ v Y] = - (-1)' deg(X)deg(Y)v v for all xr "if E Wp=l w~=m+2 ~,J/ a. "'"' 1 Jt - ' 1 
gt(m+lln+l)(O)Ug((m+l , XY Y X mean the matrix product, 
that is, Ei,JEk,l = OJ,kEi,l· Define the C-linear map str : gf(m +lin+ 1) --+ lC 
"'· ('E, ) __ (':;:--m+l £ "\'m+n+2 iT'h b . 1· . b· .~cr. i,j - .L.k=l ui,h: - L.Jl==m+2 . .t e su supera ge ra E 
+lin+ 1) I str(X) = 0} +lin+ 1) is denoted as + 1 + 1). The 
"'u.'"'''·"'"''·'"''·'"'' simple Lie [K]) is defined as 
Let J be the one dimensional ideal CCEm+n+2 of + + 1). If m =J n, then 
means zl(rn+1in+ On the other hand, n) means sr(n+lln+ 
···'"''·'v"···v. as p.E![(n +lin+ 
Recall the superalgebras g = ll.ll, :n:, JIOdd) and 9 = fi(A, rrodd) = g ® 
CC[t, r-1] EB CH8 EB CHA0 , introduced 
·the supersymrnetric invariant form (, ) on + l[n+ 1) (X, 
the infinite Lie superalgebra 
V-"·""""c"-' in the same way as that g with + 1[ n + 1) 
and ( [) Further, +lin+ l)(l) mea_ns the 
+ 1) :& CC[t, t- 1] EEl CCH5 EEl CHAo 
means z((rn + 1 + means 
@ CC[t, r-1]). (See also [KL or [IK], these notation.) 
li, and Jiodd to be the (m+n+ X +n+ 1) matrix ( -Oi-j,l + 
-0· +1)8· ·-(-1\oi,m+lt)"._._l) .. l.F" ·.c _L +1· the diagonal >< 7"1m· ~ t,J .., ; 'l· J, :;..'"',.7 _::m 1 n. , ~ 
0 r (·' (""m+l . "'m+n+l ;: . ' r . } c .. ] { matrn .. ui,j J'_,~k=l - L,l=m+2 ui,l)h9dsm+n+1, ·tl, ... , m+n+l., ano rn+ 
Assume that m =f n. Then we identify n) with g, since there exists a 
unique w : g --r such that w(IEi) = Ei,i+l and m(JF'i) = 
Ei+l,i· we identify A(1l(m, n) affine Lie g, since 
(w(X), = (X[Y) for X, Y E fl. 
Assume that m = n. Then fJ is 
Note that g is not ou;up;co:o 
ft, ftodd in the same way as 
lin+ 1) be Lie 
g is isomorphic to 
to + 1\n+ 1), and we identify 
g] =J g. Nevertheless, we define A, ill>, 
we let g := g(A, lfll,ft, ftodd). Let 5l(n + 
sl(n+ 1[n+ 1)(1) EEJlCE1,1 of +lin+ 1)(1). 
+ 1)/(EElrEZ\{0}3 @f;r) (cf. [Y, Section l.E~]). 
3 Se1nigroups and braid sen1ig:roups 
3.1 Semig:roups 
this section we fix notations and terminology concerning semigroups. This will 
be helpful for the definition of semigroups by generators and relations. 
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a non-empty set. We call a semigroup i.f it is equipped with 
K x K --t ~--+ xy, satisfying the associativity law, that is, 
If is a semigroup, we call it a monoid if there 
1 E K 1 that is, = x x E . If K is a semigroup and does 
denote the rnonoid obtained J{ adding a unit. 
L(H) a set the fi.nite sequences 
, ... , in E hi E H}. We regard L(H) 
is defined by (h1, ... 1 hm)(hm+l, ... , 
. Then L(H) is called a 
Let lj E J} be a 
set. As usual, for at most two g, g1 of L(H)" we the 
mean the subset consisting of g and g1• car-
. As og,g', S(:)e the last in Introduction.) 
, 'Ne write 91 '""1 92 if Zl'!JjZz} 
some j E J some z1 , z2 E 
g, g' E L(H), we write g '""" g' if g = g1 or there exist finitely many elements 
L(H) such that 91 = g, 9r = g1 and gi ,... _ ,1 gi+l· Then·'-' is an equiva-
in L(H). Let L(H)/rv the set the equivalence in L(H) 
to ,.,_.. g E L( H), be the element of L(H) I r-v vVJL>IW"'U'"~D 
regard L(H)/"" so that the map ---+ L(H)/ "' de-
by g H [g] is a L(H)jrv sernigroup generated 
H When there is not fear 
g. 
3,2 The \:Veyl groupoid of D(l) (2, 1; 
For Lie superalgebras g one can use different 
Dynkin diagrams. This leads to the definition of the Weyl as a 
object g. General properties of groupoids were investigated 
in [HYl In this section we introduce the Weyl the "'""""'"'"'"'u 
groupoid of the Lie superalgebra (2, 1; 
Let IJ := >< 'D ---+ V the usual (left) action 
The elements set ·v 
the affine Lie superalgebra 
Note III= 4 is of 1; x) . This set will 
be used to vertices in a given Dynkin diagram. In to the 
Weyl we need following structure constants. \ {4} 
i, j E I with i ¥= j let 
(3.1) 
•£: • I J _j_ • ll't:pu 1 J, 
otherwise, 
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d = 4 iEJ distinguished, see Figure 2. Note that 
= 
all dE D and i,j E I, where ni = (i as an element in 85 . Further one has 
=2, 
extended Weyl groupoid '-'""·.uJc;u 
and elements corresponding to permutations 
that any permutation a given diagram can be identified with a 
DeJLrrllllta.tion f f. In our only the 
(3.2) { .e • = Jo .= 
needed. 
dE 
any f E 'IC:4 induces a 
on8 obtains a group homomorphism 
if dE {0, 1, 2, 
if d = 4 
of Dynkin 
for all f E 
generalized to 
kV, . .u.uuu is aeeidentally true in our setting, can not 
superalgebras; By abuse of notation 






wext be semigroup generated 
u I d TJl 1 "E y U liEI,dE u If E dE 1J} 
relations 
elements tL in 
if =2, 
=Tf,d, Tf,ded = ,d, Tfo,d = ed, 
=Tff',d for f, f' E JC4, 
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0 2 
d=2 (J d=O 0 





d=l 0 d=3 ) 
-,J;- 1 -x -1 
Figure 2: diagrams of D(1)(2,1; (x f 0, -1) 
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Definition 3.1. The semigroup is e:dended fl'f'rl''ll.'noriC/11. of the 
affine D(1)(2, 1; x). 2 The subgroupoid wext generated the 
set 
(3.13) u I i E I, dE 
is called the Weyl will denoted 
For an v!<OH!L":JL.,C w = Sir,d'l" • '. Si2,d2Sil,d1 where for 
use the 
If T = 0, let Si,. · · · Si2 
(3.15) u IdE 
l:<:;u:<:;T-1}. 
we prove the elements TJ8·ir • · · Si2 15) are nonzero. Let 
~v be an ~-vector space dimension , and let IdE :D} be a. fixed basis 
IEf0 . Then there is a semigroup homomorphism 
that 
d,d1 E 
f E JC4, r E 
One says that an r:>vnr"'"''~' w = · · · si2 sh,d is .,. .. ,, .. ,u.,_u if w = 
implies this case one defines £( w) := r. 
all dE TJ, 
2Here we use the less standard terminology concerning groupoids, in which the multiplication 
is globally defined, but may be zero (instead of nondefined). Then all groupoids s.re semigroups. 
Removing 0 from the semigroup gives a groupoid in the standard sense. 
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3.3 The braid semigroup 
Lusztig [Ll] defined ::mtomorphisms quantized enveloping of Kac-
algebras attached to all simple reflections the corresponding Weyl 
group. These are not nevertheless they satisfy
 
some Coxeter relations. Analogously exist isomorphisms between dHferent 
realizations quantized 1; x ), see Section 4.2, also satisfy 
relations. At this place we introduce abstract semigroup which a bridge 
between the isomorphisms the Weyl of D(1) (2, 1; 
by 
(3.17) u I i E I,d E V} u dE 
to 12). Let W 
subsernigroup 
u 1 dE v} u I . I , - ,~J} z E ,a(::: 1 . 







3A Special ele:m.ents of wext 
The extended group Lie algebra g, which is the group generated 
by group and automorphisms can be written sB the 
product the (finite) Weyl group g a free abelian group, 
the le,tter can be identified with the weight lattice corresponding to g, We 
expect that a similar for the extended Weyl groupoid any 
affine Lie superalgebra. Since we a.re in the (quantum) sJfine 
Lie superalgebra (2, 1; x), we will not work out here the details of a 
decomposition, but concentrate on those formulas which are necessary to obtain
 
Theorems 4.7, 4.8, and 4.10. Nevertheless it may be helpful to think about 
the elements w~d introduced below as the generators the weight lattice in the 
extended Weyl groupoid 1i{!ext. Further, the a,nalog of the Weyl group of g will 
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be the subgroupoid of 
dE \ 
generated by the reflections S-i,d, where i E I \ 
Define 0J~d E wext, where i E I \ 1J \ as follows. Let i, j, 
k E I\ be such j, Let 
It is easy to [HY] that of the above expremnons axe reduced. 





all i E I\ {0} 
This 
dE 1J \ 
'"'"'"'"'-L"'""""'u. the above definitions it is 
for i, j, k as above let 
dE \ 
immediately from and 
c-~ 




[L2, Lemma Lusztig studies the braid group 
of an affine Lie algebra. our setting the following 
the extended Weyl group 






F'or i,j E l \ {0} d E \ { 0} one has 
2,3} and dE \ {0}. one 
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Proof. Suppose that i =f j and d = 4. One calculates 



















The statement of part (1) for d E {1, 2, 3} and part (2) can be obtained analo-
gously. 
0 
3.6 Symmetric bilinear forms 
The affine Lie superalgebra D(1)(2, 1; x) can be described with help of different 
Dynkin diagrams. In this section we define symmetric bilinear for
ms associated 
to all of these diagrams. 
For any d E V let Vd be a four dimensional C-vector space, and
 let lid = 
{o:i,d I i E I} be a basis of Vd. Let x E C \ {0, -1}. According to the Dynkin 
diagrams in Figure 2, for each d E V define a symmetric bilinea
r form ( , ) = 
( , )d : Vd X Vd -+ C as follows: 
and 
( o:i,4, o:i,4) =0 for i E I, 
(o:o,4, 0:1,4) =(o:2,4, 0:3,4) = -x, 
( o:o,4, 0:3,4) =( 0:1,4, 0:2,4) = -1, 
(o:o,4, 0:2,4) =(o:1,4, 0:3,4) = x + 1, 
( o:o,o,.o:o,o) =0, 
(o:1,o, o:1,o) =- 2x, 
(o:2,o, o:2,o) =2(x + 1), 
(o:3,0, 0:3,0) =- 2, 
(o:i,o,o:j,o) =0 for i,j E {1,2,3}, i =f j, 
(o:1,o, o:o,o) =x, 
(o:2,o, o:o,o) =- x- 1, 
(o:3,o, o:o,o) =1, 
ford E {1, 2, 3}. FordE V define a Z-module map p = Pd: ZTid-+ Z by 
and call p(o:) the parity of o: E ZIId. The next lemma follows immediately from 
Eq. (3.1) and the definition of (, ). 
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:Lemma 3.6. 
=0,. =3 ({ 




Lemma 3,7'. V := EBa=o 'Y'd. Then there a serr1,zgroup 
~ En de (V) such 
fo1' v, v' E 
dE D. 
definition t is compatible with 
12). This is trivial relations different 
easy for the 
gets 
+ +a··) J.• 
calcu-
D 
For there exists a distinguished root 8 (see 
2), For all d E 'D set 
(3.28) for dE {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
these are the elements corresponding to 8. Note that for all d E V one has 
=0 
Further, using Eq. 3.7 one gets by computations similar to the 
one (3.27) the following formulas: 
( ) . v )( ) £ t' v \ (~ \ ~ 3.29 t(wi,d ai,d = ai,d- ud, ;l'"Ji,dJ - Jld) = od' 
for all i,j E I\ with if. :j, and all wE wext and d, d1 E V \ {0} such that 
edrwed = w. 
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4 Quanturn affi.n.e super algebras of D(l) (2, 1; x) 
Drinfeld [D] gave a realization of quantum Uq(g). He 
u."J""'·uco•L< the generators his algebra as generators in Uq(g). We fol-
Beck's method [Bee] to define of Drinfeld's second realization for 
D(l) 1; First we introduce the affine superalgebra of D(l) 
for any Dynkin diagraxu. Then in we will give Lusztig type 
phisms between these algebras, observe that these isomorphisms 
relations of braid "'"''v"''"''' 
4.1 Quanturn affine S'!J.peralgeb:ras 
n E c \ Z11v-1. anyuEC 
In paper we assume that 
1) # 1 for 
1 q :=q··, 
E ,:r,x+ and kEN. 




for all i,j E !. Note 
= 1 hold. 
1 
Ki,d := (J{i7d) 2 , 
(4.9) 
3 !':i 
KJi-;d := ll Ki,~' 
i=O 
1 
where i E J 
I. r I~ c 
1 1 1{-2 f-f? 




f/"2 F· v_2 _ ~~~~i~d y,d·-'1.i,cl -
1 1 (K.2 )2 _ (K~?)2 t,d . ~,a ' 
q- q-1 
1 
E I equations (Ki:d)-1 
use the abbreviations 
·- (J<"2 )m 
.- . '~i,d ' m
EZ, 
3 1~ 1'77 'h '77 
11. = - ' m.a, d E -<%JTid w1t rni E ,%J. r n L..d ' ,, 2 . 
kr i=O "-'" 
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In particular, according to the definition 
3 
Kg ·4 =ll do J!.. 
i=O 
algebra admits a 
such that crd, J{i~} 
there exists a 
Notice 
Notation 4,1. 
supeT-bracket [ , ] 
p,, . .\ E Zl1d, a E C, 
(4.11) 
12) [XM, 
J-"J ow we define the quantum_ 
Dynkin d E 'D. 
Definition 4.2. Ud, 
3 
i=O 
ideal generated by the elements 





where ·i E I 
in Eq. we 
ford E 1, 2, 
definition 
for 
all ·i E I. Further, 
that 
For elements of we use 
defined a,s For any 
1; the 
of the 
[Y, Remark 7.L1] 
= 1, 
#0, 
if d = 4, where i,j,k E I that i < j < k, 
+ O!.J,d, Oik,d+o~d,d)]q[[[Ed,d, Ei,d], [Ed,d, Ej,cl]], [Ec~,d, Ek,d]]-
17) + ac~,c~,o:.i,d + o:d,d)]q[[[Ed,d, Ei,c~], [Ec~,d, Ek,d]], [Ec~,d, Ej,d]] 
(4.18) 
if d # 4, where {i,j, k, d} =I 
Wc~(X), for all X in (4.13)~(4.17). 
i < j < k, 
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Notice \II d -''-L'-""'"'"' an au1Wl1!10I'D of u~, which 
u~, that is 
also be denoted 
by \11 d· Further) inherits a ZJ1d-grading 
=EB 
.AEZild 
and hence Notation 4.1 can applied also to 
Lemma "":!,8, F'oT any f.£, 
X'", E-~ 
[XJ.ll Zd]q(A,j.<-0' 
Proof The two equations the other 
•ww'""·""" one needs definition 
Len1ma 4A. dE V 
in u~. 
[[Ej,d, Ei,tt], 
.i E I i :yf j. Then the 
[[Ej,d, Ei,d], Fj,a.] CUj,d)]qEi,dKj,d, 
[E.. . 1<1~. d]] =(- l)P(ai,d)p(c<j,a) [(cv.- d /'\'.d)] _K· dF· d -~,a, &1 -- _ t.z.~ , Lli.J, . q t, ]? , 
[EJ,d, [Fj,d, Fi,d]] =- [( 
[[Ej,d, Ei,d], [Fj,d, = 
T,T K >f"T-1 71'/-1 f\.i,d "j,d ·- hi,d n. j,d 
CU.J,d)]q· q _ q-l 
Eq.s (4.19),(4.20) can Eq.s (4.6),(4.7). 
(4 '~1' '4 ')"' ') '-·"" ),( . . ~2 can by applying 
follows from formulas 
0 
0 
l et 1/(>0 U1<0 the "Ubalg·ebra."' of 
.l!..J i. "d ' "d 7 ,_, ''-' 
·by sets 
s l"' I {. I . v±~ I . - r1 , . 1 1. .:'ii,d i E t E n .. i,d ~ E _ 1 , respect1ve"y. 
U' 0 denote images U:/0 , U~<O, and , respectively, 
T et ui>O [JI<O 
LJ d ' d ' 
the canon-
ical projection U~-)- [Jjo Notice that u:z::o = ii!d(U:£0 ) and 'I!d(Ud,0 ) = 
Theorem ·4.5. can be regarded as Hopfaigebras 
(U,~,0.,S,s) and 
.6-(X) =X® X, S(X) = x-1, c(X) = 1 X E {crd, Kt} I i E 
!.}.(E-d) =E' · d ,v, 1 + K dl7p(c<;,d) KA E, ·' S(E \ K-1 p(a;,d) E 
' ~j t, '<Y z, " d '<6' ;.,u, i,d) = ·-- i,d ad i,di 
.6.(Fi,d) =Fi,d ® Ki~J + ® Fi,d, S(Pi,d) =- (-l)P(a;,d) Fi,dKi,dcr~(a;,d), 
c:(Ei,d) = t:(}i,d) = 0 
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and a decomposition. More precisely, 
UI>O A?) u· I 0 o. d V"- V'1 
- -
UI>O U' ® d -+ d> 
{ 
is a C-basis both 
Pmof. Part is 
. The carn-
e defining relations of axioms S can 
In order to prove is well-defined on u:t>O we 
computer algebra program D 
Lusztig type i.smuorphisrns 
The main of this section is which. tells that the elements of 
semigroup wext defined in Section :3.3 can be isomor-
I"~otation 4o(t .!:<or any dE TJ and i, j E I with i =J j one 
if ( o:i,d, o:j,d) of=. 0. In case one also has Ti,j;nit>d = = rj,i;d· Further, 
let Ei,J;d = (-1)5w-l-p(ai,d)P(o:j,d), (As for the symbolbij, see the last paragraph in 
Introduction.) 
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Theorem 4. 1. The follow·ing statements are 




rr> ( u-2 \ 
_[ i,d .(~ j,d) 
Tid, ro-d= ) "'-t 





( o:.i,7~1,f>d ,c.~i~ fi,i&>d) 
=q 2 
(4.29),(tt30) one j E 1 with :i f i 
= r.-d(E1· d) = E1· .1, .,c~, t, J'- / j "'< .. ""'' 
and of the are easily from the definition 
of Ti,d, 'W d, a..nd Lemma 4.4. uniqueness Ti,d and Ti,d are 
obvious, but to check the compatibility Ti,d, ~~d with defining relations of 
U~_ we again the computer algebra program Mathematica. 
0 
d 
Theorem 4.8. FoT any dE D the statements hold. 
(1) Ifi,jEI, whereifj mt,j;d=2, then 
( 4.32) 
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For f E see Eq. (3.2), let Tr,a : -> 
C-algebra 1an,rnrw"'h satisfying following equations. 
where i E I. 
set 
h1v = Uct,d'EvHom 
nc.nrc;~.ao the set of unital 
nnlrmln semigroup structure with the 




al.l ~b E aU E Hom E Hom , where 
, d2, d3, d4 E 1J. 
Note that the set 
the 
definition can also be '-·v'.u'''·"'-"'" 
>Nhere d E 1). 
Theorem 4,10. There exists a uniqtte 
(4.35) 
all dE i E I, 
= o, T(ea) = 
-f r:= J ·~ one has 
Ut U' : d --+ dl ,.,-( .. ) T 1 Tfd = £d· \ ' I J) 
as 
M omover, for 
have 




T(w) =U~, ,t(p(w))(,u) 
T(w)(crd) =era', (K~';d) = Kt(p(w))(l');d' 
T(w)wd ="iJ!a,T(w). 
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Pmof. One has to is compatible with the relations 
of wext. This follows from and the definition of maps 1/,d, where 
f E dE D. D 
holds 
w =/:- 0, 
Eq. (3.26) formula 
T('w)([xF, Y\]) = 
=tv. 
dE 
5 )'loot vectors associated to hnaginary roots 
is to construct root vectors to the roots 
First we will some technical results on 
weight 
k E Finally we prove that these root vectors commute 
if they belong to same u~. 
Preliminary definition of :root vectors to in:mginary 
roots 
values 
'i =I= j. 
(2) We 
can checked easily using Eq. (4.34) 4.10. 
OLj,d) = 0 then Lemma 5.1 holds by Formula (4.14). Assume 
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now that (o:i,d, ::f; 0. Using Theorem 4.10 we obtain following formulas. 
("irl/"id) . 
q 2.' ri,j;dT(lu~d)([Ei,d) 
Eq. 
Hence we C<W•''·'-''"'-· The second on(~ can 
one 
. - E·- '4 30) usmg · q. \.A •J_ • 




l, m, E Z we 
Let now l,m E Z. 
-
1[E:i,4, [Ek,4, Eo,4]] u· d = 4, 
[Ek,i, [Ei,i, Eo,i]]] -if d = -i, 
[EJ,.J, [E~z,.J, [.E;,J, Eo,.1]]] if d =--= j. 
equations. 
"(-.v )--l(·E )] 0 






in the previous steps) 
(by Lemma 4.3) 
(4.7)). 
0 
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In to define root vectors integer multiples we now define all 
i E l \ ,Z;; EN, dE 'D \ {0} a family { {;g;,d! s E of elements of U~. In 
Proposition shown that the cardinality of of these families is 
one, and unique elements will be considered cU'l the root vectors associated 
to kJd)· 
Definition 5.3. Recall the definition 
i E I\ k E N, and s E Z 





s E Z. Then we have 
the definition of 
Lemma 5.5. Let d E 1} \ 
hold. 
["T(-1) E ] ~i k·d, j,d 
' , 
In one has the formulas 
[,T(-1) E ] !fl; 1--i ' J",d "~ l t.v 
[,j(O) r/-1F ] rr ·)·] T(-v )(K-lv \ ~i,l;d>.nj,d 'j,d =- Ei,j;dl\O:i,d,IYj,d q Lvj,d , j,d.L'j,d)· 
If 
0 
DRINFELD SECOND REAUZATION OF 2, l;x) 
Proof. Assume first 
have the following. 
Assume now that i f- j. 
have the following. 
~ = J· By Eq. 
The remaining equation can 
, Lemma 
-l/ H' ) 'T(-v ")k-1 (K-·1,., )]] (JcJi,d,, ~ Lui,d · - 1.i,d l'i,d J 
5, 2 Definition type one hnaginary :root vectors 
The main result of subsection is statement. 
Proposition 5.6, Let d E V \ 
(1) One -JJt2,d = if;~~;d i E I\ {0}, kEN, and s E Z. 
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Definition 5.'7. Let 1f;i,k;d := 1f;~,~;t! all i E I\ {0}, k E N, and d E 'D \ 
k E -Nandi E I\ dE \ {0} set := iJ!d(~~i,-k;d)· The elements 
1J;i,k;d E where k E Z root vectoTs. 
In order to prove the above Tw-nnnm 
th . t .~_· r' 1 vk--1 ~ e no ar,lon lt(;; cJ := L<j=O 
Lemma 5.8. d E D, 
with m 
a technical lemma. We use 
cE 
c lC, a, b, c E C \ 
and ( z~- )vEZ 
1. 'The is even 1, ... ,n}. 
2. 
if 1 ::; u :; m, v E Z, 
'"'' 11,( '7+ 17- . b. r;r- '7+') 
_, u =Y) ano Liu - LJ,i ..uo if 1 ::; u :; n- 1, 
'7 - b' !7-- 7,+ ) 
11i Llt,-lJ-1 if 1 ::; ti :; n - 1, 
y 
~n 
3. One Y~] = 0. 
all n 2::; u 5 m we 
}[ v ~7 c ./1.,1,} 




Pmof. The strategy of the proof the first part of the lemma is the following. 
First we prove that 
(5.7) 
all u E {2, ... , m}. Then assumption 3 implies that 
·x- -. l ( -1·) [X v l [ -2,Yn-2 =r}E c+c l,~n-1, 
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and induction on u implies Eq. /1:) 4' \.v.; ). 
19'7 
Now we prove Eq. Using (5.3) Jacobi identity for [, ] one obtains 
for u E ... , the following. 
sum.mands last expression separately by using 
Comparison 
[Xu, Yn-u] 
v \f ·-1\/ v 
= 'f]EC/I.u-P n-u+l - 1]EC l n-u-HAu-1 
+ 'f]n-uaz-:':.1 z;;_u+lxu-2 + It-uwc-1 Xu-lzt z;;_,h+l- Xu_z}~~-u+2 
v v n-UL!7- z+ X n-u b -1 v z- 7+ 
- 1JEC.I n-u+l..i'-u-1 - '17 llhn-u+l · -1 u-2 - 'I] E C Au-1 n-u+l LIQ 
= 'f]t:c[Xu-1, }~-u+l] - 1Jf.C-l Yn-u+lXu-1 
+ Yn--·u+2Xu-2 + 'f]EC-l Xu-l Yn--u+l - X-n-2 Y;~-u+2 
= ?JE(c + c-1 )[Xu-1, Yn-u+l] - [Xu-2, }-:,_,_u+2]. 
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This proves Eq. (5.7). 
we prove Eq. (5.6). We 
n 1'7+ '7- nb !"}'- z+ 
=TrJ au -1 Lin-1 - T'fJ Lln--1 -1 
- Z(t X1)Z;, .. 1 -
=·ry){l ()~'l-1 + 
=11X1Yn-l + 
which 0 
of 5. 6. '\ftle prove both the sinmltaneously 
induction on k + r, where r = 0 in part Let n E :N and assume that we 
k E N k < n and for all k, r E N with k + r < n. 
induction hypothesis 
the definition of Yu. Eq.s 
We want to apply Lemma 5.8 with n1. = n and 




by Lemmata 5.1 
. The fourth line 
-rol . ?f'~ ;..d and usmg 
"'-'A.UA''"'"'"" in (5.3) hold essentially 
from. Lemmata 5.1(1), and 
5.5. Eq. implies assumption 3. "-'VHL.<HVt 5.8 
2 ::; ·u ::; n. Let u = n in formula. Then 
one 
Therefore assumption in 
~(o) -
'l,bj,n-l;d] -- 0. 
This (5.8) gives part the proposition fori f. j k + r = n. In 
order to prove part (1) the proposition, assume that i I j and (o:i,d, aj,d) I 0. 
The second part of Lemma. 5.8 gives that 
and hence part 
with assumption 
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the proposition follows 
and relation [( ai,d, 
and Lemma 5A together 
Second we assume that i = j. \Ve can apply the same argument as above, 
together 
for 1 ~ k ~ n, since k ~ n has already been 
one has the same equations as in 
part i = j. 
Definition of type two hnagi:na:ry vectors 
We start with the definition. 
Definition 5.9. Let dE V z a formal parameter. The 
power sE~ries 
00 
H) /~, ~'/' ! l + 7 (q -· 
\ .£._J . 
T=l 




Note that above definition is ecruivalent to more common formulas 
00 
exp - q-1)' )' 
~ ..l----4 
' ~·"""" 








to determine co.rmnutatw,n root vectors to 
type two root vectors, we two technical lemmata. The 
is standard in a more general 
~L ~" 1 0 L ' d. ~ .-r~ d .- CC' ~ '" \ I ' (X ) ( z ) b em.ma ;:),_., , e~; 1::: 1-J an E \::: '> C <:: \\.-- • rBL . u uEN ,Dv vEZ e 
families ZITd-homogeneottS elements of ud snch the parities the degrees 
the elements Xu are even all u E N. the three conditions ( i), ( ii) and 
(iii) below are eqttivalent 
all u 2:: 2 one has 
Z l -· ( v '7 -1 v - t\C..-'iu-lLiv--1- C 
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'7]- (·- )U.-1[•.;- '7 l 1 Dv - tC Al, hv-·u+l T L ( EC )v,-1-r Zv-u+rXr-
all u ~ 1 one 
mz. 
exp 









X-ct is e·ven for u EN. 
the 
for all v" E 
v E Z. 
-1) 
-c . ·u EN 
vE 
the 
by on u. u = 1 one has £ 1 = X1, and hence 
second in (5.12) together the definition b implies claim. 
Let n EN and assume that Eq. (5.14) holds for u < n. 




DRINFELD SECOND RFfi.LIZATION OF 
proof we treat 
v=-o-.:;~ 
·u, E N with u < n induction 
= 
, z±(v)J 







2~ 1; X) 
l j 
[exp in two different vvays. 
00 C"':) 
z± r--.. ~' [X11 ) 
" LJ ? L..-d 
v=-oa v=-oo 





+ E(c±l - c'fl) ( EC±l )',;-l-my±(1t-m) _z±(y)Xn,. 
m=l 
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we have 
00 
, z±(y)J = b ).))ft, 
tt=l 
00 'tt--1 
:c1) ... ~ ~-
-c,_ L2_,j 








formula ±br = 
statement 
[] 
between root vectors to roots 
root ""v'"(;ctors. Let 
Hea.viside function. 
Lemrna 5,12. d E 
·t,J E I\ 
all i, j E I\ 
f 0 if k ~ 0, 
'11 if k > 0, 
., 
k E Z \ rr1r E Zone 
k, l E Z \ one has 
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DB desired. The second is obtained 
5.11 and 
if m < /,;, 
if Tn > k. 
lines 
two lemmata also 
all k, l E one 
(E \ 
' i,d), 
·T(--v )k(E )] 
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Lemma 5.14. dE V \ 
cl E 2,3} 
Proof. 
C-linear map 
using Lemma 5.1(1), Theore~m. 4.10, 
k, r, l E Z, one has 
one has 
(Ej,d)]]+ 
(EJ,d)]] = 0, 
=0. 
where X are 
D 
6 Second :realization of the quantuxa affine su~ 
T\)P1l''"'· lg· 10b~ra.,;;: ~; -.-Ji. if;i..,... _ '<IV , - ~LP 
6.1 Iviain theorem. fo:r 
Here for second 
associated with 1 . -·, to U~ as a C-algebra. 
first give a modified 
via the version we give 
of the Drlnfeld second reaJization Then 
second realization 
Definition 6,1. Let dE \ {0} = 







~ or-! e: .L ud 15- , 
,r d 
elements 
(i E I) 
, (i E I\ {0}, k E Z) 
(i E I\ r E Z \ 
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"''-'"·""'-'-·'--' by the relations where elements Ki·d and .K0o ·d are defined 







= 1, K 2 H.-~ 2 = ~,d ~.d 
= Y all 
1 1 
r-2 v 1>"~2 1·C d--''- £'-" ,; = 




if i # j, 
if i = j and k + l > 0, 
if i = j and k + l = 0, 
if i = j k + l < 0, 
k>O 
[( )'] [[ + + ] ± '!1 [( '] [[ ± ± ] ± ] 0 'f d . a1 4, aa "i q x-1 '"''', x 2-k·& , x~ 1."111 - a1.4, a2 4 J (/ 1 x 1 ~-&, :r.~ ~.4 , x?.l·J = 1 · , = 4. 
' j - lll± ,, ,~ u,.J.,_JI , I ~, - ~~~- "-'l/ljJ . ""' ,,... 
that if ·i E I \ in DUd,, one has xtk±I;d] = 0 for 
k E .Z. Note that if i E I\ {0} and = 1 then in DU;1, one has 
1 [ .± ± ] 0 £ k z 2 xi,k;d' xi,k;d = ror E /!..;, 
Proposition 6.2, Let dE 'D \ {0}. Then there exists a ·unique IL-al.r,rF:n:m homo-
morphism 
'L DU'' I U' J'd: . d--!- d 




tiE I, i E 1\ k E Z, and r E Z \ 
This follows immediately from Definitions 
5.12, 5.13, 5.14. 
one has 
5.7, 5.9, Proposition 
D 
Let dE \ {0}. Define DWd to be the automorphism of DU~ such that 
~1 ) = ur'~ llw (· ± \ = ( ::r:l\p(a:i,d)x':f' ... 
. ''zt,d' v ~ d .x~,k;d) ,T ) ~~,.-k;d' 
Note 
= W.t:Fd. 
[[[xJ,±I;d> x_~o;d], x~~o;d]' :cJ,o;d] 
k, d} = '2, j < k, 
x;f0.4] ., :rf0.J.], if d = 4 . ..,;;,~ ' .:pi } -· 
I.Jemma 6.3. :Fd(X;j) = 
i, j E I= {0,1,2,3} 
Note 
B p (') 28'i (') ')"') y .oq.s c).~ " _v-"':0' 
(() 2' 'J' vJ· d) 
Then om'O has 
l{ [[1'-·T(-V'IF) ri'] P.] 
rr rv+)- -' 0,4 - \wl,d)\ 1,4 , -'- 2,4 ,_ 3,4,1 /1 d (6 20\) J- ,1 , ~"'4 -- - ( 1_ JY an \ . " ; [\al,4, a2,4)]q 
)] -l[rl.~l-t-.V l(-F r.'-1) r,1 r,'-1]11 v F-1] a2,4 q II- V-'-''1,41 "1,41'\.1,4 'r2,4.n2,4.U> r3,4n3,4 
Eq.s (6.22), and 
[[[E3,4, [E2,1, Eo,1]], F2AK2,l], F3,4KJ:ll 
-
- (by Lemma 5.2(1)) [(a1,4, a2,4)]q[(ao,4, a2,4)]q 
= -[(a:1,4, Otz,4)];1[[E3,4, Eo,4]j F3,4K3,l] Eq. (6.21)) 
= Eo,4 (by 
all 
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Thus one this and Eq, (13.19), one 
as desired. 
dE 2, can proven in an entirely similar way. 
For 'i E I\ 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
[[X1-t, Y;,], Z~;] = 
[XI" Ze]] = 
k,T E z, 





if i = j and T = -k, 
'f ' ='= . ?. 1. ! } • 
= 0, then one 
[[X11 , X.u]] = 0 if Yf = 0, 
[X,u, r}t = 0 ~~ Yf = 0, [X,u, [X,,, Y;,]] = 0, 
[Y,, XI_J 2 = 0 ifYf = 0, [[Y)\, ,X/-1] = 0, 
A) + e) + (( = 0 and = =p(~) = 1, 
~)]q[[)(11,, Y~], Zd- [(J.t, Yl)]q[[X,u, Zt;], Y~] 
~)]q(XpY,\Zt;- Z~Y;,X~") + fl)]q(Y>-Zt;Xv-
' f(C ) \] ( 7 v y 1J X '7 \ + l <,, I} q Lif,.t"-f.'-·),- I)\ 1-'.ut;) 
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(4) Let x_,L E DU~.-JL andy_).. E DU~.-)..· Assume that [XJL, x_JLJ = Kfl:q~:l!fjd.' 
[Y.x, Y_.x] = K>.q~qK"l>.;a., and [X±JL, Y=F.x] = 0. Then one has 
[[XJL, Y.x], [X-JL, Y_.x]] = ( -1)p(.>..)p(JL)q-(.>..,JL)[(.\, tJ.)]q KJL+.>..;d- K;JL-.>..;d' q- q-
where KJL;d and K.x;d are defined as in (4.9). 
Proof. One needs only the definition of q-super-bracket and Eq. (6.7). 0 
We also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. Let {d, i,j} = {1, 2, 3} and l, r, mE Z. Let Yt andY~ be the ele-
ments of DU~ defined by Yt := [[zt,=Fl;d> zt=Fr;d], z~=Fm;d] andY~ := [Yf, zt,=F(l-l);d]. 








(zi,z.,d)2 = 0, [z3:-r·d> z;; m·d] = [z;; m·d' zJ:-r·d] = 0, 
'' ' '· , ' '' 
[zd,l;d> Zir;d] = -[zir+l;d' Zd,z-1;~], [[zd,l;d' zk,m;d], zk,m;d] = 0, 
Y} = [[zil-d> z;; m·d]' Z3:-r·d]' [[z3:-r·d' Ziz-d]' Ziz-d] = 0, 
'I 7 I ! ' 'I 
I 7 ! I 
[zJ:-r·d> zd-l·d]2 = 0, [zd-'·d> Z3:-r·d]2 = 0, 
'' '' 
,(f, '' 
[Y} 1 Zi,r;d] = 0, [Y}, Zk,m;d] = 0, (Y})2 = 0, [Y}, Y2] = 0, 
Y} = -[[z;; m+l·d> zdl-l·d], Z3:-r·d] = -[zkm+l·d> [zdl-l·d' Z1:-r·d]], 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' t ' ' ' ' 
[Y2' xJ:-r·d] = 0, [Y2' Xk- m·d] = 0. 
'' ' ' 
(2) One has 
(6.40) [x!,_z+l;d• Y}] = 0, [xJ._z+l;d• Y2] = -[(aJ,d + ak,d, ad,d)]q Y}, 
(6.41) [[x!,_z+l;d> Y2], Y2] = 0, [xi-r;d> Y2] = 0, [xt,_m;d> Y2] = 0. 
(3) If l = 1 and r = m = 0 then one has 
(6.42) [Y2, YtJ = [(ad,d, aJ,d)]q[(ad,d, ak,d)]q[(ad,d, ao,d)]q K~d--q~0,J. 
Proof. To Part (1): Eq.s (6.33),(6.34) hold just by (6.11)-(6.12) and (6.28). Each 
equation in (6.35)-(6.38) follows from the ones in (6.33)-(6.38) before it and 
Lemma 6.4(1),(2). One obtains the first equation in (6.39) in the following way. 
[Y2, xJ,r;d]Kj,}Ksa.;d = [Y2, zi,r;d] (by the equation [KJ~J Ksa.;d' Y2] = 0) 
= [[Y1, Zd,z-l;d], Zi,r;d] (by the definition of Y2) 
= [Y}, [zd,z-l;d,zi,r;d]] (by Eq. (6.25) and the first equation in (6.37)) 
= -[[zk,m+l;d' [zd,l-l;d> zJ,r;d]], [zd,l-l;d' zi,r;d]] (by using (6.38)) 
= 0 (by the second equation in (6.36) and by using (6.30)). 
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Similarly one has the second equation in 
To (2): Applying Eq. twice, one has first equation in (6.40) by 
[xf-r;d' ll'2] = -
(0:!"). 
\ ._, !' 
first one in one has 
the second 
in (6.41) 
and the second one in 
first one in ( 6..40). 
(6.40) and the one in As for the 
Cl:j,d)]q[[zk,m+l;d> Zd,l-l;d]' 
(6.27) the first equation in 
1n 
to 






By Eq.s 11),(6.27) one 
--+ u~ is a 
inverse map Fi 1 directly. 
J, = {1, 2, :3}, j < k:. Let 
- "' ">' ?" ...... [[[ - - ] - ] ·- ] 
- z -· - hf" !..'. "'..! d,1;d' k,O;d ' J,O;d ' ",O;d. ' 
the first 
(by using 
(6.45) [[x~to;d' xt,o;d], 2k,1;d] = -[[xt,_l;d> xd,l;d], zk,l;d] = -[(o:d,d, o:k,d)]qxd,l;d' 
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the second equation using the same argument as above, one also 
has the equations obtained frorn (6.44),(6.45) by changing j and k. Hence one 






= [(a:cl,d + 
the C-subalgebra 
(r E I\ ). 
same fact with 
that 
re-
Clearly, by 6.1, one has a-------,_-·~ C-algebra homomorphism 
( .~'1\d( ~?±!\ . ±~ . 
= (Jd, J-dJ. ;.\l,d ) = Kl,d (l E 
( -- c:. '' {-Ol) "'h E- (t:: L17) 1 ._ 1 \ J . J •.. en, .q.s ,y., , 
a unique C-algebra homomorphism :F~ : 
E = X!, 
one concludes that as a 
' 1 
is by the elements ud, K1~l (l E {0, 1, 2, 8} ), x;o·d 
and xt I'·d· Eq.s (6.44) and (6.19) imply that the homomor-
phism ;--:z is surjecti~~-"':By Lemma- ' one obtains the equation = idDu~-
:F~ is injective. Thus one gets theorem dE {1, 2, 3}. 
theorem d =-" 4 can similarly, or more D 
are to the ones 
Lemma 6.7. Let dE V \ 
. k 
- q- 1 )I<~~:.ZV'i,±k;d), (i E I\ {0}, l.; E Z) 
(6.49) (iEI\ rEZ\{0}) 
Then one has 
C<.1 00 
K.tJ exp(±(q- q-1) z'' hi,±r;d) = 1 + - q-1) 2:": zk;f;i,±k;d, 
r=l k=-oo 
we give the 
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fttnctions z) 
l-k ,, 
- Kgd~d 1./Ji,k+l;d 
q- q-1 












Section 2, Assume fj to 
of b]. Here vve treat the 
Let d E 1). 
for E I. The group 
1 
K~~d], 




C[K"!.d, J(11- 2a·J-rnodule ; .. o,'" ~o, 
--+ defined 
Theorem !3.8 
[Mo, Sect.4.1] with 
ud := 
Part 
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